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The notations and reference numbers of [Li-1] are used below.
(1) The value of B(N) given on page 92 should be [n(N + 2)/03B1] + 1.
(2) The expression for 03A6o 03C003B1(u1,
un) in (5.5) should be
... ,

(3) Assertion (5.11) (p. 113) and the Remark (p. 82), concerning the validity of
(5.14) (p. 116) for arbitrary poles s p with p 03B2~, do not follow from the
discussion in the proof of Theorem 2. The source of difficulty concerns the
statement on p. 114 (line 2). One needs to replace this inclusion by the weaker
=

which holds in general, for any (1, p. On the other hand, the statement of Theorem
2, which only concerns the largest pole s 03B2~, does not require any modification.
Insofar as the proof of the theorem is concerned, the following lemma is needed to
give a complete proof of Theorem 2.
=

LEMMA. Let

p be a pole for which [some irreducible component of
y(03C3,03C1)]~ {Q 0} = Ø. Then p 03B2~.
Proof. The ( + ) condition on P implies that
s

=

=

Assume

now

01

=

0

that W is a (non-empty) component of y(03C3, p) n [{x1 ...xn
- {Q 0}]. Then in the notation of (5.5), one sees that there exists a cone
03B11,..., 03B1n&#x3E; in a refining partition, used to construct the manifold X r,

=

=

238
so

that

for some e 0, -1, - 2, ... and j
On the other hand, if y(03C3, p) n
form
=

=

1,...,n.

{x1...xn

=

01 n {Q

=

01 e P, then p has the

1, 2, ... , n, and where 0’ 03B1’1,..., 03B1’n&#x3E; is
in
the
possibly
partition. However, now Bk &#x3E; 0 because the
monomial M (cf. (2.8)) is not in the support of P. This follows from the assumption
Q(O) 0. Thus, M lies strictly above the Newton polyhedron 0393~(P) in the
following sense. For any covector a, the plane M(03B1)
for

some e

=

0, -1, - 2, ... and k

different

a

=

=

cone

=

lies

strictly

above the support

plane Y’(a.)

The ratios

are the parameter values at which the line t(1 + 1) meets y(03B1)resp. vIt(a). For
each a one then has t1(03B1) t2(03B1). One now observes that the pole p, with the
expression (1), at most equals t2(aj), whereas the pole p, with the expression (2), at

most

equals t1(03B1’k).

For i
that

=

1, 2 let 03B1(i) be a convector at which maxa 1/ti(a) is assumed. It follows

Since 03B2~
1/t1(03B1(1)), one concludes that 03B2~ is strictly
which some component of Y( (1, p) is disjoint from
lemma.
=

larger than any pole p for

{Q

=

0}.

This proves the

239
A consequence of the lemma and the arguments

given

in pp. 113-117 is the

following.
COROLLARY. Assume (5.9) holds
the identity

holds for any

pole p for

which

for Q and the (+) condition holds for P.

Then

